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'All by himself on stage'

Preston steals show at Harrison's non -event
The songs were of equal merit, everybody present. from Clapton, Wakeman, Reed,

alternating between the excellent During a small step and jump Elton and Kiki Dee. 
and sensitively written new material dance routine with Harrison centre

I
, „ . , _ , _ Somehow though while watching
from Harrison s Dark Horse album stage, Preston urged the crowd the show, one couldn’t help but 
as well as his older Beatle and non- further and further to the brink of 
Beatle tunes.

... . wonder if the combined myth was,
hysteria. Following Preston’s lead, indeed, greater than the man

Of some interest was the way that Harrison further sustained the mood himself. After singing In My Life,
Harrison changed the words to a few with an equally scathing What is Harrison took the mike to say, “God
of his songs, singing them in a biting Life. The encore, of course, was My bless John, Paul, George and Ringo
Dylanesque tone: While My Guitar Sweet Lord. — and all of their ex’s.”
Gently Weeps now included the Exactly ten years since his first A fitting epitaph to be sure, but at 
words, “Why don’t you all go home Gardens appearance with The the same time not quite as fitting as
and take a good look at yourselves, Beatles, George Harrison once again the words of Jobriath who says,

__ while my guitar gently weeps, the returned to Toronto to put the “You don’t have to be a hit to be a
! ■ opening line of “Something” was finishing touches on a concert year miss ”
M, likewise altered to read, “If there’s which started off with a double dose The only trouble is that when you 
Hi something in your way, then move of Dylan, hit a middle peak with a are a hit it onlv makes it all more

it! ” Harrison also made a point of in- double dose of Bowie, and roared to painful — and obvious — when and
■ troducing John Lennon’s In My Life a fulfilling climax with single shots ,f you d0 happen to blow it.
■|§ as “a song written by a friend of us Hi fi all,” a comment which only accen- 
"** ç tuated the fact that Harrison was all 
■H °> -by himself on stage, without his 

former fellow Beatles.
BJ £ Such as things were though, it was 

Billy Preston who finally managed 
mm ® to get the crowd on their feet during 

the second last song of the set with a 
blistering version of Outta Space.
Taking his by now famous walk,
Preston shed his jacket and jive- 
stepped his way across the Garden’s 
stage and into the hearts of
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a®turned to give his off stage sound 

crew a sarcastic ‘thumbs up’ sign. 
And, yes, Harrison’s voice did

By JEFFREY MORGAN
-4

Too bad really — it had all the 
makings of a real event. Everything start to fail him for a while during 
that was needed to make it work was the second half of the show; but, by 
there: the vast banks of speakers, and by, the remainder of the show 
the lighting towers, the huge Krishna was musically flawless as Harrison 
and Dark Horse symbols — even ripped off ringing guitar licks that 
promoter Bill Graham making a conjured up visions of Eric Clapton’s 
short preconcert speech about peo- comeback concert of several months 
pie with cameras not needing to use before, 
flashbulbs. “You can eat ’em for all I 
care,” was his closing comment to 
the audience as he turned and head
ed backstage.

What then, could possibly have 
gone wrong?

It was certainly nothing that you 
could really put your finger on. True, 
the sound system acted up a bit — in 
fact, during the Indian music seg
ment of the show the amount of 
-feedback coming over the speakers 
was so painfully loud that at one 
point Harrison stopped playing and
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Directed-by 4 
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Comic Book 
Extravaganza

Tuw. thru Sun. Eves. *30 ML 
Sun. Matinee 2:30 ML 
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Over 50 Brands!
If You’re Shopping tor Price, 

Call Usl
CONSUMER STEREO 

WAREHOUSE
3402 Yonge

(4 blocks N. of Fairlawn at Melrose) 
481-0123

Ask About Our Price Guarantee
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ONE FLIGHT HIGH 
46BLOORWEST 

TORONTO, CANADA 
921-6555

DAVID MIRVISH BOOKS ON ART
599 Markham St. (Bloor & Bathurst) 531-9975

HAPPY HOLIDAY ART BOOK SALE
TREMENDOUS CHRISTMAS SAVIN6SI

TWO DAYS ONLY!!!
J

SATURDAY DECEMBER 14,12:00-5:30 p.m. 
SUNDAY DECEMBER 15, 1:00-5:00 p.m.

Pereonal Shopping Only. We reserve the Right to Limit Quantities. CLIMAXTHE BOOK OF CANADIAN ANTIQUES
Edited by Donald Blake Webster. Nineteen 
experts provide an up-to-date guide to all 
major fields of Canadian antiques. 64 col
our, 365 black & white ill. Just published at
$27.50 14"I
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THE UNKNOWN LEONARDO
Over 800 spectacular illustrations some 300 
in colour (including many never before re
produced from the Madrid Codices) reveal 
all aspects of Leonardo’s multifaceted bril
liance. 1975 price $39.95. r BANDMANY MORE BEAUTIFUL BOOKS ON SALE WHILE THEY LAST!!!

THREE PICASSO’S BEFORE BREAKFAST
The fascinating story of one of the 
greatest art forgers of all time, David 
Stein, whose forged Chagall’s fool
ed numerous collectors. Illustrated, 
hardcover, Originally published at 
$6.95

MOORE, KLEE, MATISSE, MIRO, LEGER
Five beautiful books in very limited 
quantities, each containing from 35 
to 43 full page colour plates on 
these great masters! Printed in Italy.
Outstanding Value.5u‘ 189

I NCk nightly at the OLD BAVARIA
THE VICTORIANS
A World Built to Last. An astounding 
collection of photographs, beautiful 
colour illustrations, and texts by 
authorities such as Mario Amaya 
document all aspects of the Victor
ian Era. Just published at $23.00

MAX EHNST 1950-1970
By Werner Spies. 88 ill.. Including 
38 In full colour document this im
portant period of the artist's career. 
Originally published by Abrams at
$21.50

fully licensed under L.L.B.O.r V> 5 ST. JOSEPH STREET.

OFF YONGE, NORTH OF WELLESLEYI OPEN EVERY DAY T LL CHRISTMASI


